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Introduction

Group II introns are self-splicing catalytic RNAs that act as 
mobile retroelements. It is thought that both nuclear spliceosomal 
introns and non-long-terminal repeat retrotransposons evolved 
from mobile group II introns.1-4 Group II introns were initially 
identified in the mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes of lower 
eukaryotes and plants, and have subsequently been described in 
bacteria and archaea.5-9 Group II introns consist of a structured 
RNA that fold into a conserved three-dimensional structure 
organized into six double-helical domains, DI to DVI.10 Most 
bacterial group II introns have an open reading frame (ORF) 
encoding an intron-encoded protein (IEP) in DIV. Group II IEPs 
have an N-terminal reverse transcriptase (RT) domain, followed 
by a putative RNA-binding domain with RNA splicing or mat-
urase activity (X domain), and a C-terminal DNA-binding (D) 
region followed by a DNA endonuclease (En) domain.11,12 Three 
main classes of group II introns (IIA, IIB, and IIC), based on 
the structure of the ribozyme, have been described, together with 
subclasses of IIA and IIB introns displaying specific structural 
variations (IIA1, IIA2, IIB1, and IIB2).8 Phylogenetic analyses 
of group II intron IEPs have resulted in their classification into 
several groups (A, B, C, D, E, F, CL1 [chloroplast-like 1], CL2 

[chloroplast-like 2], and ML [mitochondrion-like]). All these 
classes of group II intron IEPs are present in bacteria, whereas 
only the CL and ML classes are present in organelles. The A, 
C, D, E, and F introns encode proteins with no En domain.13-16 
Class F has recently been revised, with the identification of new 
varieties of intron ORF.16

The movement of group II intron is mediated by a ribonucleo-
protein (RNP) complex consisting of the IEP encoded by the ORF 
and the spliced intron lariat RNA, which remains associated with 
the IEP. These RNP complexes recognize intron targets through 
both the IEP and the intron lariat RNA. The central part of the 
target, containing the intron-insertion site, is recognized by base 
pairing of the lariat RNA via the exon-binding site (EBS) and the 
complementary region in the DNA target, known as the intron-
binding site (IBS).5 The target flanking regions are recognized 
by the IEP.17-19 The EBS/IBS interaction differs between intron 
classes. Group IIA and IIB introns recognize the 5′exon through 
EBS2/IBS2 and EBS1/IBS1 base pairing. Group IIC introns use 
EBS1/IBS1 pairing and there is no recognizable EBS2/IBS2 inter-
action. Recognition of the 3′ exon by group IIA introns involves 
a δ/δ’ interaction encompassing three nucleotides, whereas IIB 
and IIC introns use EBS3/IBS3 interaction, encompassing only 
one nucleotide.19-21 Recognition of the distal part of the 5′ and 3′ 
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exons by the IEPs also involves specific bases in particular posi-
tions. For example, T-23, G-21, A-20, and T+5 are Ll.LtrB target 
site positions recognized by LltrA.17 In the target site of the EcI5 
intron, the IEP recognizes C-18, C-17, A-15, A-14, and T+5.22 
For RmInt1, the two most critical positions have been identified 
as T-15 and G+4,18 which are probably recognized by the IEP. 
The mechanism by which group II introns recognize their target 
sites, mostly by base pairing between the EBS and IBS sequences, 
the possibility of modifying this interaction, and the small num-
ber and flexibility of interactions between IEPs and target sites 
open up possibilities for using these introns as biotechnological 
tools. The Ll.LtrB intron from Lactococcus lactis has been used 
to develop gene targeting in both Gram-positive23-25 and Gram-
negative26,27 bacteria. In addition, EcI5, an Escherichia coli intron, 
has been retargeted for insertion in different positions within the 
lacZ gene. The IEPs of Ll.LtrB and EcI5 both have D and En 
domains. We have previously shown that the RmInt1 intron, the 
IEP of which has no D or En domain, can be retargeted for the 
invasion of chromosomal genes in E. coli. In this study, we ana-
lyzed the sequence requirements for each position in the RmInt1 
target site and used the nucleotide frequencies within active tar-
get sites to develop a computer algorithm predicting optimal tar-
get sites in any DNA.

Results

Distal 5′-exon and 3′-exon nucleotide sequence require-
ments for RmInt1 retrohoming

For identification of the positions and essential nucleotides 
required for RmInt1 retrohoming in the distal exons of its tar-
get site sequence, we used the two-plasmid retrohoming assay 
already described for RmInt1.28 The intron donor plasmid 
was pKGEMA4T7, which contains an RmInt1-ΔORF intron 
and short flanking exons (-20/+5), with a phage T7 promoter 
inserted into domain IV and expression of the IEP from a posi-
tion upstream from the 5′ exon. As the intron recipient, we used 
a plasmid library in pACE,28 in which RmInt1 target sites with 

randomized nucleotide residues from positions -20 to -14 and +2 
to +5 were inserted upstream from a promoter-less tetR gene.

E. coli HMS174 (DE3), harboring both the intron donor 
plasmid and the recipient plasmid library, was plated on LB agar 
containing ampicillin and tetracycline. The colonies growing on 
this medium necessarily displayed integration of the intron into 
a random target, driving expression of the tetR gene by the cargo 
T7 promoter. Colony PCR was performed to amplify target sites 
with inserted introns, and the PCR products were sequenced to 
determine the sequences of the target sites invaded. We deter-
mined the sequences of 105 active target sites and 105 recipient 
plasmids from the initial pool, to correct for possibly nucleotide 
frequency biases upon randomization (Fig. S1). Figure 1 shows 
the nucleotide frequencies (percentages) at each randomized 
position in the selected target sites, already corrected for biases in 
the initial pool, and results are summarized in WebLogo format.

The distal 5′-exon displayed strong selection for the T-15 resi-
due, which was found in 98% of all active target sites. Other 
positions (-20, -19, and -16) displayed some selection for specific 
nucleotides. In the distal 3′-exon, only one nucleotide residue was 
identified as highly conserved in active target sites, G+4, with 
positions +3 and +5 displaying mild selection for certain nucleo-
tides. Our data also suggested that there was selection against C 
residues in positions -20, -16, and +5 and against G residues in 
position +3. Surprisingly, the wild-type intron target site has a C 
residue in position -20. We have also previously reported selec-
tion for T-15 and G+4, and mutations at these positions block 
and reduce homing efficiency, respectively.18

Rules for EBS/IBS interactions
EBS2/IBS2 pairing
We investigated the rules governing the EBS2/IBS2 interac-

tion (Fig. 2A), by performing selection experiments in which 
the EBS2 of RmInt1 and the corresponding positions in the tar-
get site IBS2 (-9 to -13) were randomized. In addition, the donor 
intron plasmid had randomized IBS2 nucleotide positions in 
the 5′ exon, to provide complementary nucleotide combinations 
to facilitate RNA splicing. We obtained sequences for 95 intron 
insertion events, along with 97 unselected donor plasmids and 

Figure 1. Identification of critical nucleotide residues in the distal 5′- and 3′-exon regions of the RmInt1 DNa target sequence. eBs/IBs interactions are 
shown. Nucleotide frequencies in the randomized positions of the intron-inserted plasmids corrected for biases in the initial pool, are summarized 
below. WebLogo representation illustrating the nucleotide frequencies shown above.
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107 unselected recipient plasmids, to correct for nucleotide fre-
quency biases in the pools (Fig. S2). In this region, 86% of the 
insertion events involved the pairing of all five bases, whereas 
most of the randomly chosen intron-target site combinations 
had between one and three paired bases (Fig. 2B). Data shown 
in Figure 2C indicate strong selection for RNA/DNA base par-
ing between EBS2/IBS2 with all positions, but -10, base paired 
in ≥ 95% of the insertion events (Fig. 2C). For this interaction, 
we detected strong selection for specific nucleotides, particu-
larly in position -9, where there is a strong selection for the T 
residue present in 98% of invasion events (Fig. S2). In mobil-
ity assays with a wild-type RmInt1 target and RmInt1 with 
a single nucleotide modification in the EBS2 region (A-9G), 
mobility rates were two orders of magnitude lower than for 
the wild-type RmInt1 (data not shown). This mutation does 
not prevent RmInt1 from recognizing its target, because the 
wild-type base pair at position -9 A-T is changed to G-T. This 
selection for specific nucleotide residues in the EBS2 region 
probably reflects restrictions on intron RNA structure resulting 
in preferences for specific RNA-DNA base pair interactions. 
We also observed selection at position -10 in this region, for a 
G-C base pair rather than the wild-type U-A, suggesting that 
RmInt1 does not have the optimal nucleotide at this position in 
its natural target within ISRm2011-2.

EBS1/IBS1 pairing
We investigated the rules governing the pairing of EBS1 and 

IBS1 by carrying out experiments similar to those described 
above. We first studied the whole EBS1/IBS1 interaction. 
However, the frequency of insertion of the RmInt1 intron with 
randomized EBS1 sites into its targets with randomized IBS1 sites 
was very low. This may be due to the small number of introns 
able to splice from the donor plasmid, because 14 positions were 
randomized and there were only a very small number of donor 
plasmids with complementary EBS1 and IBS1. We solved this 
problem by focusing on EBS1/IBS1 pairing in two regions. We 
first analyzed the pairing of the 5′-end region of IBS1 (positions 
-7 to -5, 5′-GAT-3′) with the 3′-end of EBS1 (5′-GUC-3′). We 
then studied pairing of the 3′-end region of IBS1 (positions -4 to 
-1; 5′-GAGA-3′) and the 5′-end of EBS1 (5′-UUUC-3′).

We determined the frequencies of EBS1-3′/IBS1-5′ pair-
ing, correcting for biases in the initial pools (Fig. 3A). Data 
were obtained from sequences for 95 intron-integration events, 
together with 107 unselected recipient plasmids, and 97 
unselected donor plasmids (Fig. S3). In this region, 93% of the 
inserted introns had three EBS1-3′ nucleotides paired with the 
IBS1-5′, indicating that selection for base pairing in this region 
was stronger than that for EBS2/IBS2 (Fig. 3B). Individually, 
positions -5, -6, and -7 displayed base pairing in 99%, 100%, 

Figure 2. analysis of eBs2/IBs2 interaction. Panel A shows eBs/IBs interaction, with the nucleotide frequencies at each randomized position of the 
selected plasmids, already corrected for biases in the initial pool, shown below. a WebLogo representation of the corrected nucleotide frequencies 
at each randomized position is also shown. (B) Percentage of introns with different numbers of eBs2/IBs2 base pairs formed with the target site in the 
selected invasion events (black bars) and randomly paired donor and recipient plasmids from the initial pools (white bars). (C) Percentage of base pairs at 
each eBs2/IBs2 position in the selected invasion events (black bars) and randomly paired donor and recipient plasmids from the initial pools (white bars)
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and 95% of retrohoming events, respectively (Fig. 3C). Position 
-7 of IBS1 displayed moderate selection for G nucleotide, as for 
the wild-type RmInt1. No selection for any particular nucleotide 
was noted at the other two positions (Fig. 3A).

The results of selection experiments for EBS1-5′/IBS1-3′ are 
shown in Figure 4. This region displayed weaker selection for 
base pairing (Fig. 4B) than EBS1-3′/IBS1-5′ (80% and 93%, 
respectively), although all positions were base paired in ≥ 92% 
of intron insertion events (Fig. 4C). In this region, we observed 
mild selection for a G residue in position -3 of EBS1. This is not 
the nucleotide present in the wild-type RmInt1 (Fig. 4A), sug-
gesting that RmInt1 does not have the optimal nucleotide at this 
position.

EBS3/IBS3 pairing
Nucleotide preferences for the EBS3/IBS3 interaction were 

also determined by selection experiments in which the nucleotide 
in position +1, in both the IBS3 of the recipient plasmids and the 
EBS3 of the donor plasmids, was randomized (Fig. 5). Previous 
work on RmInt1 showed that the mispairing of EBS3/IBS3 in the 
precursor RNA had only a slight effect on RNA splicing,29 but we 

nevertheless also randomized this position in EBS3 to decrease 
the impact of possible mispairing on splicing. We observed selec-
tion for RNA/DNA base-pairing in 100% of the selected target 
sites, vs 38% in the original pool. Only Watson–Crick combina-
tions were found in the 88 selected target sites and clear selection 
was observed for only one of the four Watson–Crick combina-
tions, the wild-type G–C base pair. This bias for selection of the 
wild-type base pair may reflect constraints on RNA structure.

Design and testing of an algorithm for predicting RmInt1 
targets

Using the RmInt1 target site recognition rules and data 
obtained in the selection experiments described above, we devel-
oped a computerized algorithm for identifying the best potential 
RmInt1 targets present in a given DNA sequence. As for Ll.LtrB 
and EcI5,22,30 we used a model equivalent to a zero-order Markov 
model, assuming that a nucleotide residue in the DNA target 
sequence occurs at random and that the likelihood of its occur-
rence is independent of all other residues in the DNA sequence.31 
This algorithm scores a DNA sequence across a 25 bp sliding 
window, moving by 1 bp at a time, through the use of a log-odds 

Figure 3. analysis of eBs1-3′/IBs1-5′ interaction. Panel a shows eBs/IBs interaction (the randomized nucleotides are highlighted in gray), with the nucle-
otide frequencies obtained at each randomized position of intron-invaded plasmids, corrected for biases in the original pool, shown below. a WebLogo 
representation of corrected nucleotide frequencies at each randomized position of the selected target sites is also shown. (B) Percentage of introns 
with different numbers of eBs2/IBs2 base pairs formed with the target site in the selected invasion events (black bars) and randomly paired donor and 
recipient plasmids from the initial pools (white bars). (C) Percentage of base pairs at each eBs2/IBs2 position in the selected invasion events (black bars) 
and randomly paired donor and recipient plasmids from the initial pools (white bars).
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score assessing whether the probability that the sequence gener-
ated by the model M, P(seq|M), is greater than the probability 
P(seq) that the sequence was generated by chance (null model). 
P(seq|M) and P(seq) are calculated as the products of individual 
probabilities P(n

p
|M) and P(n

p
) that a nucleotide n at position p 

in the target sequence was generated by the model and by chance, 
respectively, with the latter calculated from the frequencies 

fn (selected )p
 and fn (pool)p

 for a nucleotide in selected target sites and 
the initial pool, respectively, according to the following 
equation:
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A positive score means that the model predicts the potential 
RmInt1 intron target sequence better than the null model.30

We tested the performance of the algorithm by scanning the 
lacZ gene for RmInt1 target sites. RmInt1 was retargeted for inser-
tion into the predicted target sites. The RmInt1 intron-less strain 
RMO17 contains no lacZ gene, so we integrated a copy of this 
gene into its chromosome. Two orientations of lacZ were used in 
these analyses. In strain RMO17Zs, the lacZ gene was integrated 
such that the sense strand acted as the lagging template strand 
during chromosome replication (LAG). In RMO17Zas, lacZ was 
in the opposite orientation (LEAD). The gene was integrated into 

a region of the RMO17 chromosome 100% identical (unpub-
lished data) to the chromosome of the sequenced reference strain 
S. meliloti 1021.32 In 1021, this region is located 10 kb away from 
the oriC between genes SMc2781 and gabD1. Figure 6 shows 
the predicted targets in lacZ, the base-pairing interactions with 
the retargeted RmInt1 and the score calculated for each target. 
The modifications of RmInt1 span EBS1, EBS2, and EBS3, to 
ensure base-pairing with the selected targets. In the donor plas-
mids, we modified not only the EBS, but also IBS1, IBS2, and 
IBS3 in the 5′ and 3′ exons, making them complementary to the 
modified EBS1, EBS2, and EBS3, to facilitate efficient RmInt1 
splicing. All retargeted introns were assayed for retrohoming 
intro both RMO17Zs and RMO17Zas. The donor plasmid was 
introduced into RMO17Zs or RMO17Zas by triparental mating 
and transconjugants were plated on TY agar supplemented with 
5-bromo-4-chloro-3indolyl-D-galactopyranoside (X-gal). The 
blue colonies on these plates had no lacZ gene invasion, whereas 
the white colonies had RmInt1 insertions into the lacZ gene. 
For each retargeted intron, we performed blue/white scoring for 
500–5000 colonies. Intron insertion at the desired target site was 
confirmed by colony PCR on at least 30 white colonies and fur-
ther sequencing of the PCR products.

The targeting frequencies obtained for each target indicated 
that all target sites had a low invasion frequency when in the 
LEAD orientation, regardless of the score attributed by the com-
puter algorithm. This reflects the reported bias of RmInt1 for 
invading the nascent lagging strand during replication.33 For 

Figure 4. analysis of eBs1-5′/IBs1-3′ interaction. Panel A shows eBs/IBs interaction (the randomized nucleotides are highlighted in gray) and nucleotide 
frequencies for randomized positions of intron-inserted plasmids corrected for biases in the initial pool. a WebLogo representation of nucleotide fre-
quencies at each randomized position of the selected target sites, corrected for biases in the initial pool, is also shown. (B) Percentage of introns with 
different numbers of eBs2/IBs2 base pairs formed with the target site in the selected invasion events (black bars) and randomly paired donor and recipi-
ent plasmids from the initial pools (white bars). (C) Percentage of base pairs at each eBs2/IBs2 position in the selected invasion events (black bars) and 
randomly paired donor and recipient plasmids from the initial pools (white bars).
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targets in the LAG orientation, efficiently invaded targets (dis-
ruption frequencies 25.97–38.28%) had algorithm scores of more 
than 5.35. The model used for the algorithm included target 
positions -20 to -14, -10, -9, -8, +2, +3, and +5. Note that other 
models, including IBS1, IBS2 positions -11, -12, and -13, as well 
as position +4 of the 3′ distal exon do not discriminate efficient 
targets from inefficient ones, even though the latter was pres-
ent in 86% of the selected targets, which suggest that other still 
unknown rules might be involved in target selection.

We used the same algorithm to identify potential RmInt1 tar-
gets in a modified sacB gene34 conferring sucrose sensitivity. The 
sacB gene was integrated into the RMO17 chromosome together 
with the lacZ gene. Four potential target sites with a score of 
more than 5.35 within the sacB gene were predicted by the algo-
rithm. RmInt1 was modified to recognize the target sacB661s, 
located in the sacB sense strand and with a score of 6.91. Invasion 
experiments were performed in RMO17RZas, in which sacB661s 
is in the LAG orientation. An invasion frequency of 81.31% was 
obtained, confirming the ability of the algorithm to predict 
potential RmInt1 target sites in different genes.

We assessed the insertion specificity of the retargeted introns, 
by carrying out Southern hybridization on total DNA isolated 
from cells harboring lacZ disrupted by the more efficient retar-
geted RmInt1 introns (2222as, 2021s, and 2095as), with an 
intron probe (Fig. 7). All three of the disruptants obtained had a 
band corresponding to the intron-invaded lacZ and a band cor-
responding to the intron donor plasmid, which was still present 
in the cells. However, disruptants 2021s and 2222as had at least 
one additional band, indicating off-target integration. Sequence 
analyses revealed that some of the extra bands in 2222as corre-
sponded to tandem insertions of the intron into both the target 
site and the intron donor plasmid, due to the pairing of the first 
nucleotide of the intron (G) to EBS3 (C). The single extra band 
appearing in disruptant 2021s corresponded to an insertion into 
a target site displaying perfect base-pairing with the retargeted 

intron EBS sequences. These results indicate that 
the retargeted RmInt1 is highly specific but that 
care is required to prevent unwanted off-target 
insertion, by shortening the intron expression 
time and choosing target sites with unique IBSs 
in the corresponding genomes, for example.

Retrohoming of RmInt1 into the S. meliloti 
chromosome

An Ll.LtrB library with randomized target 
site recognition sequences has been reported to 
display higher rates of invasion in a short region 
close to the chromosomal origin of replication 
in the E. coli genome.35 We investigated whether 
retargeted RmInt1 displayed a bias for efficient 
insertion at the replication origin in S. meliloti, by 
integrating the lacZ gene into four additional sites 
in the chromosome of strain RMO17 (Fig. 8). 
For lacZ integrations, the target site was placed 
on the lagging template strand (LAG), except for 
location 4, which is on the leading strand tem-
plate (LEAD), and location 3 which is on both 

strand templates (LAG and LEAD). The reprogrammed intron 
used was 2095as, a retargeted RmInt1 that inserts at nucleotide 
2095 in the lacZ antisense strand. Targeting efficiency (Table 
1) was scored by blue-white screening. We found that the retar-
geted RmInt1 invaded genes located on different regions of the 
S. meliloti chromosome. In the LAG orientation, the frequency 
of intron insertion into the same target site was higher close to 
the replication origin, nonetheless it still inserts efficiently out of 
this region.

In the LEAD orientation, targeting efficiency was greater 
closer to the terminal region (insertion 3LEAD and 4LEAD) 
than in the region close to the replication origin (insertion 
1LEAD). One possible explanation for these results is the rep-
lication of a percentage of the target sites, located close to the 
terminal region of the S. meliloti chromosome, as lagging strand 
templates depending on whether the clockwise or anticlockwise 
replication fork is the first to arrive at the terminal region.36

Discussion

We describe here the rules governing DNA target site recogni-
tion for the mobile group II intron RmInt1, which belongs to the 
structural subclass IIB. This intron has an IEP with no recogniz-
able D or En domain. We used the derived rules to reprogram 
this intron to disrupt genes integrated at different locations on 
the chromosome of S. meliloti. Like mesophilic targetrons based 
on Ll.ltrB (IIA) and EcI5 (IIB), the IEPs of which contain D 
and En domains, the reprogrammed RmInt1 was able to disrupt 
chromosomal genes highly efficiently. However, it differed from 
these other targetrons in the recognition of a smaller number of 
nucleotides by the IEP. This increases the number of potential 
insertion sites and, hence, the number of retargeted RmInt1 
introns that could be tested for each target gene. This work thus 

Figure  5. analysis of eBs3/IBs3 interaction. (A) WebLogo representation of nucleotide 
frequencies in the integration events, corrected for biases in the initial pool. Nucleotide 
frequencies at the randomized position in the integration events corrected for biases in 
the initial pool are summarized below. (B) Percentage of intron base pairing at eBs3/IBs3 
in the selected events and for randomly paired donor and recipient plasmids from the 
initial pools.
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extends the range of mesophilic introns currently available for use 
in group II intron gene targeting technology.

Like other group II introns, RmInt1 recognizes its target 
sequence through both the IEP and base pairing between the 
intron RNA and the DNA target. For class IIB introns, interac-
tions with the 5′ exon involve EBS2 and EBS1 of the intron and 
the 3′ exon is recognized by EBS3. We investigated the interac-
tion EBS1/IBS1 of RmInt1 and its targets, by splitting this region 
in two and studying the two parts separately. However, a com-
bined analysis of the data obtained showed that positions -5, -6, 
and -7 were paired in 93% of active introns and positions -1, -2, 
-3, and -4 were paired in 80% of inserted introns, suggesting 
that the pairing of the 5′ part of this region was less demanding. 
Nevertheless, in the presence of seven base pairs in the EBS1/
IBS1 interaction in 80% of active introns indicates that the whole 
EBS1/IBS1 region should base pair for retrohoming. Other IIB 
introns, such as EcI5, the EBS1/IBS1 interactions of which 
involve only five nucleotides, has less stringent requirements for 
this interaction, as only about 50% of active introns have all five 
bases paired.22 Despite our finding that RmInt1 required base 
pairing in this region, we observed no strong selection for any 
specific sequence. There was some selection for G at EBS1 posi-
tion -3, although this is not the nucleotide present in the wild-
type intron.

For the EBS2/IBS2 region, selection experiments revealed 
strong selection for pairing of the nucleotides involved in the 
EBS2/IBS2 interaction, with 86% of the active introns display-
ing pairing of the five bases, a percentage similar to that reported 
for the EcI5 intron.22 This region displays stronger selection for a 
specific sequence than was observed for the EBS1/IBS1 interac-
tion, particularly at position -9 of EBS2/IBS2, for which an A–T 
interaction was observed in 98% of invasion events. Replacement 
of the A residue in position -9 of EBS2 with a G decreased the 
frequency with which RmInt1 invaded its wild-type targets by 
two orders of magnitude, although the G–T interaction did not 
entirely prevent target recognition. In particular, a G–C pair was 
found to be selected at position -10, rather than the A–T present 
in the interaction of wild-type RmInt1 and its target. This pref-
erence for specific nucleotides at EBS2 may reflect constraints 
on the structure of the intron RNA, leading to the selection of 
complementary nucleotide residues in IBS2.

Selection experiments investigating the EBS3/IBS3 interac-
tion showed that 100% of invaded targets displayed base pairing 
of the Watson–Crick type, with no wobble pairing observed in 
any invasion event. The G–C pair, corresponding to the wild-
type nucleotide pair observed in this position, was selected. This 
selection for specific bases may indicate certain constraints on 
RNA structure, but the detection of only G–C pairs, with no 
G–T observed, indicates that other as-yet-unidentified factors 
probably play a role in this process.

Group II IEPs recognize sequences in both the distal 5′ and 
3′ exons, but different IEPs interact with different nucleotides in 
different positions. Thus, for EcI5, the most strongly conserved 
distal 5′ exon nucleotide residues are C-18, C-17, A-15, and A-14, 
with A-14 the most critical of these residues. For Ll.LtrB, the 
most critical nucleotide residues in this region are T-23, G-21, 

A-20, T-19, and G-15. In the 3′ exon, for both introns, the most 
critical residue is T+5, which is required for endonuclease-depen-
dent retrohoming.37 For RmInt1, the most critical positions are 
T-15 and, to a lesser extent, G-16, in the distal 5′exon region, and 
G+4 in the distal 3′exon region. The RmInt1 IEP plays a smaller 
role in target site recognition than the IEPs of other mesophilic 
targetrons, probably because it is not required to promote DNA 
melting or to cut the opposite strand to generate a primer for 
reverse transcription after intron RNA insertion.

The need for EBS pairing with the target over a total of 13 
base pairs ensures sufficient specificity during target recognition 
by RmInt1. However, the sequence requirements of the EBSs 
are flexible enough to allow changes in EBS sequences, facilitat-
ing the reprogramming of RmInt1 for insertion into any target 
site desired. Nevertheless, off-target integration was observed for 
some of the highly efficient retargeted RmInt1 introns. Such off-
target integrations have also been reported for the thermotarget-
ron derived from a mobile group II intron of structural subclass 
IIB from the thermophilic cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus,38 the specificity of which is also dependent principally 
on intron RNA base pairing. The IEP of this intron has D and 
En domains, but it recognizes smaller numbers of target site posi-
tions than Ll.ltrB or EcI5.39 The number of secondary RmInt1 

Figure  6. Target site sequences and base-pairing interactions for the 
insertion of retargeted RmInt1 at different positions in the lacZ gene. 
Retargeted introns are denoted by a number corresponding to the 
nucleotide position of the intron insertion site in the target gene cod-
ing sequence. “s” and “as” indicate the sense and antisense strands, 
respectively. The arrowhead indicates the intron insertion site. The score 
obtained with the computer algorithm is indicated, together with the 
targeting frequency, which was determined by counting blue and white 
colonies in both the lagging and leading orientations with respect to the 
replication origin. The values shown are means + standard deviations for 
three independent determinations. (n.d.) not detectable.
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intron insertions could be minimized by using a less stable intron 
donor plasmid vector or controlling intron donor expression and 
carefully selecting the target site.

One possible drawback is that En- introns, such as RmInt1, 
have a bias favoring insertion into lagging strand templates. 
However, the intron can also be reprogrammed to invade target 
sites on the leading strand template. We have also shown that 
RmInt1 can be retargeted for insertion into genes located any-
where in the genome, with no substantial bias. By contrast to 
what has been reported for LtrA,40 the bacterial RmInt1 IEP has 
been shown to be homogeneously distributed in S. meliloti and 
E. coli cells.41 It therefore seems likely that RmInt1 would behave 
similarly in other bacterial genomes. Finally, retargeted RmInt1 
may also have the potential advantage of ensuring the control of 
specific processes associated with DNA replication, such as cell 
proliferation and differentiation. All of these characteristics of 
RmInt1 in target recognition make this intron suitable for gene 
targeting applications.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains, media, and growth conditions
S. meliloti strain RMO17 (RmInt1 intron-less strain) was 

grown at 28 °C on TY or defined minimal medium (MM).42 The 
E. coli DH5α and DH10B strains were used for the cloning and 
maintenance of plasmid constructs. The E. coli HMS174(DE3) 
strain carrying the T7 RNA polymerase gene was used in selec-
tion experiments with the pACE system. E. coli strains were 
routinely grown at 37 °C or, when specified, at 28 °C, on Luria-
Bertani (LB) medium.43 Antibiotics were added to the medium 
as required, at the following concentrations: kanamycin at 

200 μg/ml for S. meliloti and at 50 μg/ml for E. coli, ampicillin at 
200 μg/ml, tetracycline at 10 μg/ml and gentamicin at 50 μg/ml 
for S. meliloti, and 10 μg/ml for E. coli.

Selection experiments
For selection experiments, HMS174(DE3) cells were electro-

porated with donor and recipient plasmids or libraries and trans-
formants were allowed to recover in 1 ml of SOC medium at  
28 °C for 1 h. Electroporated cells were diluted 1/200 in LB 
medium containing kanamycin plus ampicillin and grown at 
28 °C overnight. The culture were then serially diluted and 
plated on LB agar containing tetracycline plus ampicillin or 
ampicillin only, for culture at 28 °C. The colonies obtained were 
analyzed by colony PCR and sequencing. From colonies, grown 
on tetracycline plus ampicillin containing medium we obtained 
data corresponding to “Selected.” Data denoted as “Pool” were 
obtained from colonies grown on medium containing ampicillin 
alone. Colony PCR was performed as previously described.44

The nucleotide frequency at each of the randomized posi-
tions was corrected for biases in the initial pool, as described  
by Zhuang et al.,22 by calculating the ratio  of the  
frequency of each nucleotide n at that position p in the selected 
introns  to its frequency in the initial pool  
as follows:
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The ratio at each position was then normalized to 1, with the 
following equation:
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where  is the normalized ratio. The normalized  
frequencies were used to generate a sample set of 100 active target 
sites, displayed in “WebLogo” format.45

Plasmid library construction
The recipient plasmid libraries used in the experiments con-

sisted of plasmids containing the minimal target site for RmInt1 
-20/+518 with random bases at different positions. Targets were 
constructed by annealing primers and filling in the gaps with the 
Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I. The annealed primers 
added PstI and XbaI sites, facilitating insertion into pACELAG.28 
The primers used to generate the recipient plasmid library used 
in Figure 1 were RmInt1-5′N7 and RmInt1-3′N4; those for the 
IBS2 library were RmInt1 IBS2-A and RmInt1IBS-B; those 
for the IBS1-3′ library, IBS1R-A1 and RmInt1IBS-B; those for 
the IBS1-5′ library, IBS1R-A2 and RmInt1IBS-B; and those 
for the IBS3 library were RmInt1-IBS3-A and RmInt1-IBS3-B  
(Table S1).

Following their construction, the randomized donor librar-
ies were used to electroporate E. coli DH10B cells, which were 
then plated on LB plus ampicillin and incubated overnight at 
37 °C. The number of clones integrating randomized libraries 

Figure 7. southern hybridization. Total DNa was isolated from RMO17 
and the indicated lacZ disruptants. DNa was digested with BamhI to 
release the lacZ gene with the inserted intron. Donor plasmids still pres-
ent are also shown. The arrowhead indicates additional intron insertion. 
The lanes presented here come from different gels.
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was estimated by plating the transformed cells on LB ampicillin 
plates. It was found to be 1.712 × 105 for positions -20 to -14/+2 
to +5; 4 × 105 for the IBS2 library; 5.3 × 104 for the IBS1-5′ 
library; 7.5 × 105 for the IBS1-3′ library and 1.02 × 104 for the 
IBS3 library.

Donor plasmid libraries were constructed in pKGEMA4T7Cm, 
a derivative of pKGEMA4T7.28 We digested pKGEMA4T7 with 
PmlI and XhoI, and the resulting fragment containing part of the 
RmInt1 ribozyme and the 5′ distal exon was replaced with the 
camR gene, yielding pKGEMA4T7Cm. This vector was used to 
prevent the contamination of libraries with the wild-type intron 
donor plasmid. The donor plasmid libraries contained random-
ized nucleotides at EBS2 positions -9 to -3 (EBS2 library), posi-
tions -5 to -7 of EBS1 in the EBS1-5′ library, positions -1 to -4 of 
EBS1 in the EBS1-3′ library and EBS3 position +1 in the EBS3 
library. All the donor libraries also contained randomized nucleo-
tides in the corresponding IBS positions within the 5′ exon or 3′ 
exon, to provide complementary sequences able to base pair with 
the randomized EBS, to ensure that the RNA could be spliced. 
Libraries were constructed by two-step PCR, with pKGEMA4 as 
the template and primers introducing the random nucleotides at 
specified positions. In the first step, two PCRs were performed in 
parallel to generate two partially overlapping PCR products. The 
primers used were as follow: for the EBS2 library: RmInt1-IBS2-
Nsac + RmInt1-EBS2-N and RmInt1-EBS1-wt + OLAL-A; for 
the EBS1-3′ library, RmInt1-IBS1D-5′N + RmInt1-EBS2-wt 
and RmInt1-EBS1D-3′N and OLAL-A; for the EBS1-5′ 
library, RmInt1-IBS1D-3′N + RmInt1-EBS2-wt and RmInt1-
EBS1D-5N’ + OLAL-A; for the EBS3 library Sac-Bbr + RmInt1-
EBS3-wt and RmInt1-EBS3-N + RmInt1-IBS3-N (Table S1). 
In the second step, the two PCR products, purified by gel fil-
tration with the MicroSpin S-300HR system (GE Healthcare), 
were mixed and amplified with the outer primers (underlined). 
The amplicons for the EBS2 and EBS1 libraries were digested 
with SacI and XhoI and used to replace the corresponding frag-
ment of pKGEMA4T7Cm. The amplicon for the EBS3 library 
was treated in the same way, except that SacI and AvrII were the 
restriction enzymes used.

E. coli DH10B was electroporated with libraries and plated 
on LB medium supplemented with kanamycin. The number of 
clones in the libraries was 1.4 ´ 104 for the EBS2 library; 1.2 × 
104 for the EBS3 library; 1.38 × 104 for the EBS1-3′ library, and  
5.82 × 104 for the EBS1-5′ library.

Southern hybridization
Southern blotting was performed on total genomic DNA 

isolated with the Real-Pure genomic DNA extraction kit (Real-
Durviz, SLU) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. We 
digested 2 μg of DNA with BamHI, subjected it to electropho-
resis in a 1% TAE agarose gel, and vacuum blotted it onto nylon 
filters (Pall Corp.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
A DNA probe for RmInt1 was obtained by PCR amplification 
in the presence of digoxigenin-11-dUTP (DIG; Roche), with 
pKGEMA4 as the template and the Epsilon and 18R0 primers. 
Hybridization was performed at high stringency; the membranes 
were washed, and hybridization signals were detected according 
the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche).

Retargeting RmInt1 for insertion into the lacZ and sacB 
genes

The RmInt1-ΔORF intron was retargeted by a two-step PCR, 
with the plasmids pKGEMA4-A, -T, -C, and -G as the template. 
These plasmids are variants of pKGEMA446 in which EBS3 is an 
A, T, C, or G residue and IBS3 is the complementary nucleotide. 
The plasmid chosen as the template depended on the EBS3 nucle-
otide, which was chosen so as to be complementary to the IBS3 
of the target sequence. In the first step, two independent PCRs 
were performed, to amplify two partially overlapping segments. 
In one of these PCRs, primers P1 and P2 were used. These prim-
ers introduced the necessary modifications into IBS2 and IBS1 
(primer P1) and EBS2 (primer P2). The second PCR used primer 
P3 to modify EBS1 and a fixed primer (OLAL-A) for all retar-
geted introns. The products of these two PCRs were gel-purified 
and mixed for use as the template for the second-step PCR with 
primers P1 and OLAL-A. This final fragment was gel-purified, 

Figure 8. Insertion of lacZ genes into different locations on the RMO17 
chromosome. Numbers within triangles represent the insertions and 
their location in RMO17. Insertion 1 in the LaG and LeaD orientations is 
the same as for 2095as in Figure 6. arrows indicate the direction of lacZ 
relative to the replication origin. LaG and LeaD indicate that the target 
site is on the lagging or leading template strands, respectively. The loca-
tion of oriC is shown and the ter region is shown to indicate the point at 
which Gcskew changes from + to - on the S. meliloti 1021 chromosome.

Table 1. Frequencies of lacZ gene invasion at various sites 
on the RMO17 chromosome

Insertion
Invasion frequency (%)

LAG LEAD

1 36.60 ± 2.86 0.53 ± 0.13

2 22.86 ± 3.26 -

3 26.83 ± 2.06 2.80 ± 1.14

4 - 7.53 ± 0.81

5 24.56 ± 1.06 -

Data are means ± standard deviations for at least three inde-
pendent experiments. -, not determined.
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digested with SacI and XhoI, and inserted into the pGmS4S-
A, -T, -C, and -G vectors digested with the same enzymes. 
pGmS4S-A, -T, -C, and -G are derivatives of pBBR1MCS-547 
equivalent to pKGEMA4-A, -T, -C, and -G but with a gentami-
cin resistance marker instead of a kanamycin resistance marker 
and the RmInt1-ΔORF expressed under the control of the Psyn 
promoter48 rather than the kanamycin promoter.

Integration of lacZ into the S. meliloti RMO17 chromosome
We inserted the lacZ gene under the control of the Psyn pro-

moter, as a XbaI fragment, into the XbaI site of pK18mobsacB.49 
We introduced a DNA fragment homologous to the chromo-
somal region into which we wished to insert lacZ into the PstI 
site of this plasmid. These fragments were amplified by PCR, 
with total DNA from RMO17 as the template and the following 
primers: for integration into the region close to the replication 
origin, primers 1ins-A and 1ins-B; for the second integration, 
2ins-A and 2ins-B; for the third integration, 3ins-A and 3ins-B; 
for the fourth integration, 4ins-A and 4ins-B, and for the fifth 
integration, 5ins-A and 5ins-B (Table S1). All insertions took 

place in intergenic regions according to S. meliloti 1021 chromo-
some sequence. Primers were designed for region with synteny 
between 1021, AK83, Bl225C, SM11, and GR4 chromosomes. 
Plasmids were transferred into S. meliloti RMO17 by triparen-
tal mating. Selected clones were Kmr, LacZ+, and sensitive to 
sucrose.
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